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1 YES 642 Things To Write About Po Boson

Inappropriate prompts about killing people and sexual content. Pornographic and violent inferences. Book contains assignments about sex, 
porn, psychopaths, murder and pure evil. Topic examples from the book: Write a scene that begins: ‘It was the first time I killed a man.’ * 

Describe a time when you wanted to orgasm but couldn’t. * Ten euphemisms for sex. * Write an X-rated Disney scenario. * You are a serial killer. 
What TV shows are on your DVR list? Why?The kill fee. * You have a dream that you murdered someone. Who, how & why did the murder 

happen, and what happens after? * Write a sex scene you wouldn’t show your mom. * Rewrite the sex scene from above into one that you’d let 
your mom read. * You are a brand-new suicide-hotline counselor. Describe how you feel during the course of your first call. * Write a letter from 
the point of view of a drug addict. * Drink a beer. Write about the taste. * Write a sermon for a beloved preacher who has been caught in a sex 
scandal. * A roomful of people who want to sleep together. * Write a sermon for a beloved preacher who has been caught in a sex scandal. * 
The first time you had sex.” * Choose how you will die. * Describe your favorite part of a man’s body using only verbs. * You have just been 

caught in bed by a jealous spouse. How will you talk your way out of this? * Write a sermon for a beloved preacher who has been caught in a 
sex scandal. * You are a brand-new suicide-hotline counselor. Describe how you feel during the course of your first call. * Write a letter from the 

point of view of a drug addict. * Drink a beer. Write about the taste. CRT. barcode T 6032764

1

2 YES All we can do is wait : a novel Lawson, Richard LGBTQ- Explicit. Physical abuse, drug use, and underage sex, homosexual love affair between teenagers 1

3 YES A baby doesn't make the man : alternative 
sources of power and manhood for young men

Jamiolkowski, 
Raymond M. Sex instruction for boys. EXPLICIT/VULGAR Sexual description. Adult content. 1 1

4 YES Afterworlds Westerfeld, Scott LGBTQ- Gender confusion, Lesbian issues. Strong language, Nudity, strong Sexual Content, strong lesbian Content, strong Violence, Spiritual 
issues. 1 1 2 1

5 YES All American Boys Reynolds, Jason  *CRT* Illegal in Texas! Explicit language, underage drinking, Black Lives Matter, Social justice agenda, unnecessary sexualization on page 200 
referring to two teachers having "gross sex after school". 2 1 3

6 YES Am I blue? : coming out from the silence Marion Dane Bauer LGBTQ- Sexually explicit. Sexuality issues, homosexual content, gender confusion 1 1

7 YES Another Day David Levithan Explicit! Terrible language, sex, descriptive foreplay, teen suicide, cutting, drugs, alcohol. PORN, Vulgar, orgasms 1 1 (lost) 1

8 YES Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the 
Universe

Saenz, Benjamin 
Alire

LGBTQ- Gay teens, Explicit, foul language, drug use, discusses doing heroin, sex, masturbation, drinking. Ari (Character) is plagued with bad 
dreams and realizes one night that when he drinks beer, he doesn't have bad dreams. A classmate asks Ari if he wants to shoot up with him. Ari 

says no. He's curious about heroin but just isn't ready yet.
1 1

9 YES As I descended Talley, Robin LGBTQ- Drugs, ouija board, sex. Comic/graphic novel. Book Quotes: “Unsex me here" "I wish I was a dude because then I could stab a guy in 
the face” “Then I’d get a boner. Dang, that’s manly.” 1

10 YES Ask Me How I Got Here Heppermann, 
Christine LGBTQ- Teen Pregnancy/Abortion, "sex-positive, erotic relationship" and obscene 1

11 YES Ask the passengers King, A. S. LGBTQ- Homosexual issues, sexual content, drugs, alcohol, gender confusion, vulgar. Explicit. 1

12 YES Autoboygraphy Lauren, Christina LGBTQ- Bisexual relationships with Mormon teens. Offensive to Mormon's beliefs. Sexually explicit. 1

13 YES Away we go Ostrovski, Emil LGBTQ- Gender confusion, gay and bisexual explicit sexual content 1

14 YES Be dazzled La Sala, Ryan LGBTQ- Explicit sexual exploration, sex between teens off-page but explicit sexual innuendos on-page. 1

15 YES Between Mom and Jo Peters, Julie Anne LGBTQ- son of lesbian moms. Abuse, foul language, cutting, depression, in detail "sex-ed" discussions by one mom, alcohol abuse. Dark, 
depressing book. 1

16 YES Beyond magenta : transgender teens speak out Kuklin, Susan LGBTQ - Trans- EXPLICIT language, violent acts, graphic descriptions of oral sex carried out by children as young as 6, pedophiles 
masturbating in front of children, encourages pedophilia, molestation, VERY GRAPHIC TEEN SEX, abuse. 1 1 (+e 

book)

17 YES Brave Face: A Memoir Hutchinson, Shaun 
David

LGBTQ- sexual acts described- ex: blow jobs, rimming, biting, being on top or bottom, masturbation, erections, orgasms. Teen speculates his 
mom imagines him having orgies in his room. Extensive talk of drug use- ex: "doing coke off a go-go boys ass." As a teen, the author thought 
pot, ecstasy, & acid were ok recreational drugs, but cocaine was too far. Overdose of Tylenol with detailed and harrowing descriptions of its 

effect, how you would die a slow and painful death from it, and the gross medications and side effects he had to take for it.
1 1 1

18 YES Blankets by Craig Thompson *ADULT CONTENT* Graphic novel, pornographic, naked children in bed & graphic teen sex, anti-Christian, vulgar content. 1 1

19 YES Breathless Jennifer Niven A lot of sexually explicit material. Review stated: "Uncomfortably descriptive intimate scenes..." 

20 YES Cold falling white Prendergast, 
Gabriell LGBTQ- Gay make-out scenes, DESCRIPTIVE sex scene. 

21 YES Cradle and all Patterson, James
"Religious Fantasy." Overly graphic sexual descritptions, distasteful descriptions of sexual violence. 2 Virgins - one pregnant with messiah and 
the other with the anti-christ/satan's child. Blasphemous, foul language, graphically sexualized immaculate conception, porno nightmare sex 

scene described. Catholic priest is vile, cruel, and lewd. "Adult sex themes"
1 1

22 YES Crank Ellen Hopkins LGBTQ- Explicit Teen Sex, Drug Abuse (graphic), Teen Pregnancy, Cutting, Rape, Drinking Blood Rituals 1 3 1

23 YES Darius the Great deserves better Khorram, Adib LGBTQ- Gays, STRONG SEXUAL CONTENT: explicit descriptions of erections, masturbation ("jerking off"), teens watching porn, adult trans 
character, father makes son practice putting condoms on cucumbers. 1 1

24 YES Detour for Emmy Reynolds, Marilyn Review states: "Too sexually explicit for teens. Adult content" EXPLICIT SEX SCENES 1 1

25 YES Falling hard : 100 love poems by teenagers Betsy Franco LGBTQ- Adult content. Gay, Transgender, sexual Content and poems about bondage. 1 1

26 YES Far from the tree : how children and their parents 
learn to accept one another Solomon, Andrew LGBTQ- Book Review: “I’m curious what the adult book version is like because this one is still hefty with subject matter that is not sugar-

coated. This book is definitely for a mature and open-minded young adult. Be aware there’s sexual content and language throughout.” 1

27 YES Far from the tree : parents, children, and the 
search for identity Solomon, Andrew LGBTQ- Mental health leading to rape, and disability. This book is the adult version of the one above and is for an adult audience. 1

28 YES  Far from you Sharpe, Tess LGBTQ- EXPLICIT, porn, death, drug addiction, Gay/Lesbian, Bisexuality. Vulgar content. 1

29 YES Full Disclosure by Camryn Garrett LGBTQ- EXPLICIT- Parents & Teens, Racism, HIV, A lot of GRAPHIC talk about teen sex. Gender Confusion 1

30 YES Girl made of stars Blake, Ashley 
Herring LGBTQ+ rape, sexual assault, vulgar language, descriptive sexual encounters 1 1 1

31 YES GLBTQ : the survival guide for gay, lesbian, 
bisexual, transgender, and questioning teens Huegel, Kelly

LGBTQ- reference book for teens questioning identity. Topics covered in the book (suggest looking up if unaware of what these are): “- Kinsey 
Scale - Pat Doe - Alana Fores - Jamie Nabozny - dental dams (oral sex “mouth condom”) - eustress and distress - Catharina Margaretha 

Linck - gender dysphoria (pain, anxiety and confusion when a person's gender identity and biological sex don't match) - gender identity 
disorder (GID: what mental health professionals diagnose trans as) - Ally Week (October), transACTION! (November) - National Coming Out Day 

- 1/10 people are GLBTQ”

1 1

32 YES Golden boy : a novel Tarttelin, Abigail LGBTQ- GRAPHIC explanation of rape, Gender confusion. 1

33 YES Graceling Kristin Cashore

Rape and intended incest, disturbing. Book Review: “Girls are sexually harassed and threatened by older men. There are mentions of a king 
who tortures and kills animals and young girls with a mention that he's taken an "unhealthy interest" in his 10-year-old daughter. Other mature 
content includes some drinking and a sexual relationship between the main characters- explicit detail.” “There is an explicit sex scene where 
everything is explained... even the initial pain/blood from it being the girls first time and then the pleasure that followed.“ “King Leck is a sicko 

and a pervert who cuts and tortures animals and children for pleasure and ultimately murders his wife who tries to protect their 10 year old 
daughter, who he wants to molest and goes to great efforts to pursue.”  

4 1 1 1
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34 YES Hello, I lied : a novel Kerr, M. E. LGBTQ- Gender confusion, EXPLICIT content gay/bisexual issues 1 1

35 YES History is all you left me Silvera, Adam
LGBTQ- Gay and bisexual teen boys, A LOT of GRAPHIC sexual content. Book Review: “Keep in mind this book does contain sex scenes!”  “I 
also really love how Silvera ‘goes there’ with many taboo topics, such as sex, abortion, and drugs. These are issues that real teens face, but 

often don't make it into young adult books. I am very impressed with how easily Silvera introduces many of these topics, and mentions them as 
if they are not a big deal.”

1 1

36 YES How it all blew up Ahmadi, Arvin
LGBTQ- Muslim gay teen coming out story, foul language, teen drinking/partying, heavy make-out scenes with sexual content, "sexually open" 
relationships. *EXPLICIT* scene in section" Eleven Days Ago." There was a VERY disgusting and graphic nipple piercing, nipple sucking scene 

described for what can only be described as shock value. VILE and NASTY!
1

37 YES How to love : a novel Cotugno, Katie EXPLICIT- Teen pregnancy, excessive and graphic sexual content, heavy drug use, horrible language! 1

38 YES I'll give you the sun Nelson, Jandy *Amazon Teacher's Pick* LGBTQ- Excessive teen drinking, vulgar language, and drug use. GRAPHIC sex scene with an adult and a minor. 
Pedophilia, gay boy's romance, character is an artist and draws nude photos of people that are described in detail. 3 1 1

39 YES If I was your girl Russo, Meredith LGBTQ- Trans, vulgar language, suicide, EXPLICIT sex scenes and nudity, drugs, teen drinking, politics, racism, class and poverty, RAPE, sex 
change operation 1

40 YES If you could be mine Farizan, Sara

LGBTQ- Lesbians, Muslims, Iranian girls in love but in secret as its against the Muslim religion and culture they live in. STRONG language, teen 
opium use, prostitutes, talks about sex and sex reassignment surgery in detail and for a lot of the book. Book Review: “Safar considers 

becoming a transgender Iranian, who as long as they are heterosexual after their gender reassignment are more accepted than gays. Safar 
doesn't feel like she's a man trapped in a woman's body. But if she stays a woman, she'll never be able to openly be with her true love. Safar, 
intent with going through with transitioning, visits a doctor and the doctor explains the surgical procedure in great detail, and I felt like this was 

done for shock value. Safar passes out after hearing about the details of the graphic surgery.”

1

41 YES In other lands : a novel Brennan, Sarah 
Rees

LGBTQ- Bisexual, hyper-sexualization of teens, A LOT of EXPLICIT talk about sex, open sexual relationships, homosexuality, gender role 
reversals, seeks to emasculate men, characters have sex at age 14. 1

42 YES It’s Perfectly Normal Harris, Robie H. SEX INSTRUCTION for children and teens. Book by Planned Parenthood (illegal to promote PP in TX Schools), teaches masturbation. Not in line 
with TEKS. Needs Parental Consent for content. 2

43 YES Katie.Com Tarbox, Katherine
EXPLICIT- "SOFT PORN", talks in detail about oral sex, rape, internet use for child and adult sexual acts, teen sneaking around her mother to 
talk to an adult man she does not know, she meets a stranger in a hotel room who rapes her. Supposed to be based on a true story, but many 

reviews stated the facts were not correct and too many extreme descriptions and details were added. 
2 1

44 YES Kiss number 8 Venable, Colleen A. 
F.

LGBTQ- Transgender and lesbian teen romance. Terrible language and naked drawings of trans teens before they transitioned. Extremely 
offensive and blasphemous to Jesus Christ. Book Review: “Less than ten pages in, the main character has giggled about the statue of Jesus at 

the front of her church and said how she is “drooling” over Him because there aren’t any other cute guys around.” Book Quote: “So you’re 
telling me you come to church because you have the hots for Jesus? No. I have the hots for that sculpture of Jesus. Shame you never get to 

see the back. Bet Jesus’ got an ass that could crack a walnut…hell, I bet it could shell a cashew.”

1

45 YES L8r G8r Lauren Myracle #1 Most Banned Books, DESCRIPTIVE ORAL SEX, Sex Toys, Language, Drugs, *EXTREMLY MATURE CONTENT* 1

46 YES Little & Lion Colbert, Brandy
LGBTQ- Explicit sex discussed, a teen girl who is Black and Jewish has first girlfriend and sexual encounters while at boarding school. Book 
Review: "Representation: Suzette is bisexual and Black, Lionel is Jewish and has bipolar, Dee is lesbian, Emil has Meniere's, and Raphaela is 
bisexual”  “I did love the on-page sex between both two girls and a girl and a guy. Each were given the same amount of detail and one didn’t 

seem more acceptable than the other.”
1

47 YES Lolita Vladamir Nabokov EXPLICIT: ”Erotic fiction". Diary of a pedophile, child porn, and *images in book*, older man drugging and raping his 12 year old stepdaughter. 
Extremely detailed and descriptive. 2

48 YES Looking for Alaska  John Green A lot of EXPLICIT Sex (descriptions oral sex, masturbation, porn), language, drugs 2 1 (+e 
book)

49 Yes Me and Earl and the Dying Girl Andrews, Jesse *EXPLICIT*- Literary PORN! Drugs, Language. Talk of "eating pussy" on multiple occasions 1 1
1 

(+Audiob
ook)

50 YES Monday’s Not Coming Tiffany Jackson LGBTQ- Homosexuality, prostitution, *Amazon Teacher’s Pick* - Book Review: “The theme is adult. [Spoilers] 13 and 14 year old girls getting 
drunk, having graphic sex. Child abuse. Dead kids stuffed into freezers.” “The f-word about 30 times, references to oral sex and abuse.” 1 1

51 YES More happy than not Silvera, Adam LGBTQ- Terrible language, gay romance, suicide, underage drinking, sex. Book Review: “He's a normal teenager who like comics, curses a lot, 
plays games with his friends, masturbates and asks his friends ( and brother) for sex advice.” 1

52 YES My heartbeat Freymann-Weyr, 
Garret LGBTQ- gay teens, sex scene, and a lot of talk about sex. 1

53 YES Notes from the blender Cook, Trish

LGBTQ- perverted book, talks a lot about masturbation, same-sex marriage parents, vulgar talk about sex throughout the entire book. Book 
Review: “Declan just obsesses about sex. Porn and masturbation are mentioned frequently.”  “…forever playing violent xBox-games, watching 
non-stop internet porn, and talking the rest of the time about their own penis and its voluntary and involuntary activities.” “It has pre-marital sex 

and its unintended consequences, a gay wedding and lesbian clergy. To be clear: there are ample references to teen sexual desire, self-love, 
and expletives.”

1 1

54 YES One man guy Barakiva, Michael LGBTQ- EXPLICIT- young man experiencing sex with older men. 1

55 YES Openly Straight Konigsberg, Bill LGBTQ- one of the guys is intoxicated, the other convinces him to have sex, EXPLICIT SEX SCENE 1 1

56 YES Out of Darkness Perez, Ashley Hope *VERY DETAILED*, "nasty sex," very graphic and vivid Rape and Child Harm, Descriptive sexual explanations (hand job, adult men with teen 
girls, oral sex, female masturbation, sexual abuse). NOTHING redeeming about this book. 1

57 YES Perfect Ellen Hopkins LGBTQ- *MATURE CONTENT* Same Sex porn, Rape, Drugs, Eating Disorders, Language 2 1

58 YES Pulp Talley, Robin LGBTQ- Lesbians, bad language, “erotic lesbian sex scenes.”  Book Review: “First off, it's too adult for my 8th graders, and second, most 
importantly, it just has too much graphic lesbian sex.” 

59 YES Rainbow Boys Sanchez, Alex  LGBTQ- GRAPHIC descriptions of gay sex, including oral sex and unprotected sex between a minor teen and an older man. The boys also look 
at pornographic magazines and discuss masturbation in detail. Horrible language, underage drinking, and smoking, 1 1

60 YES Ready or not? : a girl's guide to making her own 
decisions about dating, love, and sex Radziszewicz, Tina EXPLICIT Sexual content, sexual coercion, reciprocity, sex instruction for girls. *Not in line with TEKS. Needs Parental Consent for content.* 1

61 YES Real talk about sex & consent : what every teen 
needs to know

Bradshaw, Cheryl 
M. Sex instruction for teens. *Not in line with TEKS. Needs Parental Consent for content.* 1

62 YES Red at the bone Woodson, 
Jacqueline EXPLICIT sex scenes. Book is about a 15 year old’s sexual relationship and teen pregnancy. 1 1

63 YES Reluctantly Alice Naylor, Phyllis 
Reynolds Talks about sex, puberty/body changes, testicles, ejaculation, vaginas. 1

64 YES Remake Todd, Ilima
LGBTQ- Book Reviews, “Talks openly about sex, fertilization of an egg, breasts, maturation of the body, and body descriptions. The beginning 
also included "buzz juice,” girl and boy intimacy, as well as a sex changing at their choice.” “In Freedom Prime, young adults can choose their 

name, their trade, and their gender, but the one thing they cannot choose is to be part of a family, because the family unit has been eradicated.”
1

65 YES Rethinking normal : a memoir in transition Hill, Katie Rain LGBTQ- EXPLICIT talk about sex, gays, transgender teen boy who has gender reassignment surgery. 1 1
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66 YES Shine Myracle, Lauren LGBTQ- graphic SEX talk, graphic rape scene, meth dealer, violence, gay issues 2

67 YES Some assembly required : the not-so-secret life 
of a transgender teen Andrews, Arin LGBTQ- Transgender,  medical interventions for transitioning, gender reassignment surgery (removal of vagina and penis surgery) relationship 

between girl who thinks she is a boy and a boy who thinks he is a girl. 1 1

68 YES Spinning Walden, Tillie LGBTQ- Vulgar, lesbian sex, f-bombs and inappropriate content, coming out. Gender confusion. 1 1

69 YES Staying fat for Sarah Byrnes Crutcher, Chris Graphic PORNOGRAPHY! Language warning, anti-Christian agenda, graphic masturbation (pg.67). **NOTE** This book is a "Teacher's Pick" on 
Amazon and has a study guide and lesson plan component for the classroom. 2 1

70 YES Symptoms of being human Garvin, Jeff LGBTQ- "gender fluid", sex talk, rape. Negative reviews from Trans people. **NOTE** This book is a "Teacher's Pick" on Amazon and has a 
study guide and lesson plan component 1 (1 lost 

copy)

71 YES Teen pregnancy Emma Carlson 
Berne Sexually explicit and descriptive material. Does this follow TEKS and TX Education Code for Sex-ed? Shouldn't this need parental consent? 1

72 YES Teenage sexuality Tamara L. Roleff Sexually explicit and descriptive material. Does this follow TEKS and TX Education Code for Sex-ed? Shouldn't this need parental consent? 1 1

73 YES Teens & sex Marcovitz, Hal Sexually explicit and descriptive material. Does this follow TEKS and TX Education Code for Sex-ed? Shouldn't this need parental consent? 1

74 YES The 57 Bus Slater, Dashka CRT, LGBTQ+, Gay relationships, VULGAR language - "suck his prick", casual use of the N-word over and over, glossary with different 
pronouns, sexuality meanings. **NOTE** This book is a "Teacher's Pick" on Amazon, and has been required reading in some schools 1 0 (1 lost 

copy) 1

75 YES The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian Sherman Alexie LGBTQ- Racism and sexual content. No educational content, but required reading for a 10th grade ELA class this year.
2 + 1 
lost 

copy
3 1

76 YES The art of being normal Williamson, Lisa LGBTQ- Trans, A LOT OF GRAPHIC SEX, sex talk, language, author is sexualizing children, even trans people were offended in the reviews. 1

77 YES The Bluest Eye Tony Morrison

PORNOGRAPHIC and VULGAR. EXPLICIT scenes and descriptions of child molestation, domestic violence, prostitution, racism. CRT. Book 
Review: “I don't understand this book. It’s like it’s saying, 'hey this is the theme, every white dude is a descendent of a racist slave owners, 

actually, they were all racist even to the 20th century, every last one of them. They still are…books like these give me a bad image, it’s trash, and 
it stirs up old hatred.”  “ I was also extremely put off by the nauseatingly graphic ways Toni Morrison describes physical living -- from food to 
illness to sex. If you like reading descriptions about snot, phlegm, vomit, swallowing globs of Vicks salve, child rape, animal abuse by angry 
children, sexual satisfaction produced by loose sanitary napkins, dogs choking on poisoned meat, and preachers who can't resist female 

children's blossoming bosoms, then this is the book for you.”

2 1

78 YES The Breakaways Johnson, Cathy G. LGBTQ- GRAPHIC NOVEL. Homosexuality, bedroom scenes, Gender confusion 1 1 1

79 YES The cider house rules Irving, John LGBTQ- Abortion, polyamorous relationships, prostitution, beastiality (human sex with animals). Disgusting book! 1

80 YES The downstairs girl Lee, Stacey LGBTQ- Racial slurs, racist book, PORNOGRAPHIC descriptions of a naked older man. 1 1 1

81 YES The great American whatever Federle, Tim LGBTQ- Gays, lots of vulgar language and sex, heavy grief theme 1

82 YES The Haters Jesse Andrews Vulgar "humor", unnecessarily explicit sexual "humor", TMI, lots of "dick jokes" 1

83 YES The Infinite Moment Lauren Myracle *EXPLICIT SEXUAL CONTENT* Pornography! Lots of language as well. (pg. 239) 1 1

84 YES The letter Q : queer writers' notes to their 
younger selves Sarah Moon LGBTQ authors write letters to their younger selves. Contains references to their past romances, sex, drug use, alcohol, and some language. 

Reviews: "Focus is on sexual love and sexual activity." "Frank talk about sex and suicide." 1

85 YES The love & lies of Rukhsana Ali Khan, Sabina LGBTQ- Child RAPE, EXPLICIT SEX SCENES, pedophilia, child bride, exorcism, sexual abuse, gay murder with a machete, incest. 1 1

86 YES The love curse of Melody McIntyre Talley, Robin LGBTQ- Lesbians- About a 17 year old's sex life, high schoolers playing the role of prostitutes in a play with lots of detailed content about it. 
Crude/Foul language, SEXUAL CONTENT, Bi protagonist with gay parents. 1

87 YES The magic fish Trung, Le Nguyen LGBTQ- Graphic novel with some explicit pictures. Gay comics, coming out as gay, cannibalism, murder. 1 2 2

88 YES The midnight lie Rutkoski, Marie LGBTQ- EXPLICIT Lesbian romance, sex scenes described, child abuse, and physical abuse. 1

89 YES The miseducation of Cameron Post Danforth, Emily M. LGBTQ- EXPLICIT teenage sex scenes, sex experimentation scenes, lesbians, gays, drugs, alcohol, attempted suicide, GORY self-harm, A LOT 
of crude language! 1 1

90 YES The red scrolls of magic Clare, Cassandra LGBTQ- Gays, cults, human sacrifices for demons, pedophilia and demonic sex scenes. magic, demonology, romance. Very demonic and 
disturbing book. 1 1

91 YES The Stars and the Blackness Between Them Petrus, Junauda LGBTQ-  Lesbians talk about masturbation  1

92 YES The underground guide to teenage sexuality : an 
essential handbook for today's teens and parents Basso, Michael J. *EXPLICIT* Sex instruction for teens, covers every sexual topic. This is against TX Ed Code 26 and 28. SEX-ED REQUIRES PARENTAL NOTICE 

AND CONSENT, the library is NOT an exception to this rule! 1

93 YES The what's happening to my body? book for boys Madaras, Lynda

*EXPLICIT* Sex instruction for boys. Against the TX EDU CODE 26 & 28. SEX-ED REQUIRES PARENTAL NOTICE AND CONSENT, the library is 
NOT an exception to this rule! Describes in graphic detail and pictures: wet dreams, sex, anal sex, homosexual sex, dirty slang words that you 

can't say on broadcast without a fine. Book Quote: pages 198-199 under the "Making Decisions about How to Handle Your Romantic and 
Sexual Feelings":  "Other young people just "go along" with what their parents or their religions say is right or wrong, without really thinking 
much about it... We're not saying that you shouldn't follow your parents' or your religion's teachings or rules...But we've found that young 

people who accept, without question, what they've been taught sometimes run into problems...The rules sort of "fall apart" or "cave in" in the 
face of tremendous pressure to experiment sexually. We think this sometimes happens because the rules weren't really "theirs" in the first 

place."

1

94 YES
The what's happening to my body? book for 

girls : a growing-up guide for parents and 
daughters

Madaras, Lynda
EXPLICIT* Sex instruction for girls. Against the TX EDU CODE 26 & 28. SEX-ED REQUIRES PARENTAL NOTICE AND CONSENT, the library is 
NOT an exception to this rule! Teaches girls how to masturbate, G-spot education with pictures, erections with pictures, ejaculation, teaches 

ways to have lesbian sex, dirty slang words used. Pediatricians and Nurses reviewed and unanimously DO NOT RECOMMEND! VILE and 
VULGAR!

1

95 YES The whispers Howard, Greg LGBTQ- sexually graphic writing, excessive mentions of drugs, smoking, sex, wet dreams, swearing and crude language. 1 1

96 YES The You I've Never Known Ellen Hopkins LGBTQ+, Vulgar language and crude conversations on nearly every page. *Content Warning* 2

97 YES They both die at the end Silvera, Adam *EXPLICIT* Vulgar sexual content and vile language, drugs, and masturbation. 3 3 1

98 YES This One Summer Tamaki, Mariko Amazon Teacher's Pick *EXPLICIT* Graphic novel, foul language, sexually explicit content: blow jobs, sex orientation, rape, abuse, paternity. 1 1

99 YES Traffick Ellen Hopkins *CONTENT WARNING* Teens struggle to get out of prostitution, gay child rape, intense language, explicit sex, threesomes, sex acts described, 
drugs 1

100 YES Tricks Ellen Hopkins *CONTENT WARNING* Explicit accounts of oral sex and rape, threesomes, graphic scenes, child prostitution, trafficking, written for "shock 
value". 2

101 YES TTFN Lauren Myracle *CONTENT WARNING* 95% of the book has EXPLICIT content about blow jobs, masturbating, drugs, language.
2 (+ 1 
lost 

copy)
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102 YES Two boys kissing, gay relationships. Levithan, David

LGBTQ- Gay teen boys. A lot of kissing and explicit sex talk. Book Review: “It doesn't simply focus on two boys. There are seven boys in all, all 
dealing with different conflicts. We have two boys trying to break a world record for the longest kiss ever, a boy who runs away after his 

sexuality is discovered, a new couple with bright hair who just met at a dance, and another couple dealing with the drama of a relationship.” “No 
one knows Cooper is gay, no one except the men he chats with online. He starts chats with older men in gay chat rooms, lying about his age 

and having very sexually explicit conversations.”

2

103 YES Undone Clarke, Cat LGBTQ- suicide, rape, and struggles with sexuality. FULL of foul language and sex scenes! 1

104 YES Vampire Academy Richelle Mead *EXPLICIT SEXUAL CONTENT* Statutory rape (teacher/student relationship), language 1 1

105 YES W is for welcome : a celebration of America's 
diversity Herzog, Brad *CRT* ILLEGAL IN TEXAS! 1

106 YES Water For Elephants Sara Gruen *CONTENT WARNING* GRAPHIC Stripper scene, raunchy sex scenes, vulgar language, filthy book. 1

107 YES Wayward witch Córdova, Zoraida LGBTQ- EXPLICIT sexual content. Graphic book. 1

108 YES We are the ants Hutchinson, Shaun 
David LGBTQ- Suicide, homosexual relationships, graphic sexual content 1 1

109 YES What Girls Are Made Of  Elena K. Arnold LGBTQ- *EXPLICIT*, Disgusting, masturbation, abortion, torture, at-home abortion, vibrators 1

110 YES What if it's us Albertalli, Becky LGBTQ- boy with boy oral sex, EXPLICIT sexual content. Graphic book. 2 1

111 YES When the moon was ours McLemore, Anna-
Marie LGBTQ- Strong transgender content, sex and encourages the horrible practice of self-cutting. 1 1

112 ** Absolute brightness Lecesne, James LGBTQ- Gay teen, sexual abuse, child rape by a parental figure, foul language, anti- capital punishment for legitimate sexual crimes, deals with 
love and sex. **Graphic nature is unknown 1

113 ** Absolutely, positively not gay LaRochelle, David LGBTQ- Gender confusion, gay, homosexual content. Book is "risqué" according to reviewer. Mature themes. **Graphic nature unknown. Book 
quote: “I tried to think of a good reason as to why I had a sex book down my pants, but my brain refused to work.” 1

114 ** Ash Lo, Malinda LGBTQ- Lesbian, gay issues, sexual content in the last chapter. Cinderella retelling with a lesbian twist. **Graphic nature unknown 1 1 1

115 ** Deliver us from Evie Kerr, M. E. LGBTQ- Lesbians. Review said "disturbing book, but not graphic" **Graphic nature unknown 2

116 ** Embrace Jessica Shirvington Characters are teen angels who have sex and love triangles **Graphic nature unknown 1

117 ** Geography Club Hartinger, Brent  LGBTQA -Gender confusion. Storyline is about gay teens having sex. **Graphic nature unknown, but suspected 1 1

118 ** Gingerbread Cohn, Rachel LGBTQ- Sex, teen pregnancy and abortion, suicide attempts, cutting, teen drinking, drugs, shop lifting. Review: “Her old boyfriend Justin got 
her pregnant and she had to go to her biological father for the money to get an abortion.” **Graphic nature unknown, but suspected 1

119 ** Girl mans up Girard, M-E. LGBTQ- Abortion, assault, lesbian, gender confusion, language. **Graphic nature unknown, but suspected 1 1

120 ** Highwire moon : a novel Straight, Susan

LOTS of Vulgar language, sexual content, father is drug-addict, mom was illegal alien and deported. Book Review: “Straight is using this novel 
as a way of informing us of the plight of the illegal alien and thus is more interested in the "world view" rather than the specifics.”  “She plunges 

the reader into the horrors of migrant labor with examples of violence, prevalent drug use, and sexual predation. Her characters are great-
hearted people, with big dreams, but instead of focusing on the plot (how about some interaction between the main characters?!?!), Susan 

Straight instead chooses to hit us over the head with her thoughts on love, race, and class.”  **Graphic nature unknown, but suspected

1 1

121 ** Hold me closer : the Tiny Cooper story Levithan, David LGBTQ- gay teen musical. Book Review: “The story does a good job of normalizing homosexuality.” “I would expect it to stir controversy and 
be banned if not careful of context. I can see that the sex parts while mild would still be objectionable to some.” **Graphic nature unknown 2 1

122 ** Hot dog girl Dugan, Jennifer LGBTQ-main character bisexual, best friend is lesbian. Bisexual love triangle (boy, lesbian, bisexual girl), foul language, teen drinking, 
discussions of sex **Graphic nature unknown 1 2 1

123 ** Hurricane Child Callender, Kheryn
LGBTQ- *Amazon Teacher's Pick* Lesbians, confusing pronouns used by teachers. Plot: character abandoned by mom, dad is always drunk, 

teachers physically punish her, she falls in love with a new girl at school, sees dead spirits and feels like she is being stalked by a spirit wearing 
black, mom is suicidal, dad has secret love child, mom is later found raising another man's baby. LOTS OF MATURE CONTENT!

1 1 1

124 ** I hope you're listening Ryan, Tom LGBTQ- Lesbians, suicide, drugs, grooming/pedophilia, recreational marijuana use, sexual content. **Graphic nature unknown 1

125 ** It's not like it's a secret Sugiura, Misa LGBTQ- Lesbian teens, polygamy in parental relationship, racism, cheating, underage drinking, "off the page sex" (**not sure how graphic the 
mention is), LOTS of racism. 1

126 ** Lobizona Garber, Romina

LGBTQ- Misogyny, sex. Book Review: “Glorifying illegal immigration and making no secret of hatred for law enforcement and the actual rule of 
law.” “Lobizona contains sporadic, but fairly serious, language. There is relatively major LGBT content. There is brief sexual content.” “I didn’t 

realize how much attention Garber was going to give the issue of undocumented immigrants. She obviously has a very clear view on the 
subject, and she shares it, through her characters and an author’s note, multiple times. Her political views infuse the entire book, and frankly, I 

found it highly distracting. I don’t want to be pulled into a political rant in the middle of a fantasy novel.” **Graphic nature unknown

1 1

127 ** Love & leftovers : a novel in verse Tregay, Sarah Sex talk, depression/self-pity **Graphic nature unknown (1 lost) 1

128 ** Meet cute Jennifer L. 
Armentrout LGBTQ- collection of love stories from different authors. Sexual content. **Graphic nature unknown 1 1

129 ** My heart underwater Fantauzzo, Laurel 
Flores

LGBTQ- EXPLICIT- Adult novel, intense (gay) love story, Book Summary: “After Corazon's mother catches her kissing her older female teacher, 
Corazon is sent to the Philippines to live with a half brother.”  **Graphic nature unknown 1 1

130 ** Odd One Out by Nic Stone Stone, Nic LGBTQ- Lots of love triangles and sex talked about, adult sex with minor. **Graphic nature unknown, but suspected 1

131 ** One of those hideous books where the mother 
dies Sones, Sonya LGBTQ- Gay father, sex is talked about. **Graphic nature unknown 1 1 1

132 ** Pride : celebrating diversity & community Stevenson, Robin LGBTQ- transitioning, relationships, hostile towards straight people, talks about sex. **Graphic nature unknown 1

133 ** Privacy Noël Merino Presents a collection of essays that examines views on the issue of privacy, including information on security, technology, sexuality and 
reproduction, and public interest. **Graphic nature unknown 1

134 ** Reverie La Sala, Ryan LGBTQ- gay romance, horrible language, sex **Graphic nature unknown

135 ** Say the word Garsee, Jeannine LGBTQ- lesbian moms, contains sex (**graphic nature unknown), dark and disturbing- she kills her dog because she is going off to college. 1

136 ** The Berlin Boxing Club Robert Sharenow Some Sexual Content. **Graphic nature unknown 1

137 ** The key to you and me Brown, Jaye Robin LGBTQ- coming out lesbian story. Sex is discussed, but reviews say not in graphic detail (**don't know firsthand). There is also an adult/minor 
romantic relationship...minimizing legal implications of rape and pedophilia 1

138 ** The last exit to normal Harmon, Michael B. LGBTQ- Very crude language, references to sex acts (**level of description unknown), teen drug use 1 1

139 ** The sweet revenge of Celia Door Finneyfrock, Kare LGBTQ- Gays, Bisexual teens, coming out, romance, self-harm, cutting. One review said the ending "morphed into an 'after school special.'" 
**Need more information on graphic nature of this book. 1 1 1

140 ** The upside of unrequited Albertalli, Becky LGBTQ- Lesbian teen with gay parents, legalizing gay marriage, review stated "some pretty hot make out sessions." **Graphic nature unknown 1 1

141 ** When we were magic Gailey, Sarah LGBTQ- Lesbian relationships, sex, murder **Graphic nature unknown 1
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142 ** Who I was with her Tyndall, Nita LGBTQ- Lesbian sex, lesbian relationship, alcoholism **Graphic nature unknown 1

143 A good kind of trouble Ramee, Lisa Moore *CRT * Illegal in Texas! Invokes violence and bashes police by saying they are racist killers, hate, prejudice, stereotyping and illegal actions. 1 1 1 3 2

144 A high five for Glenn Burke Bildner, Phil LGBTQ- Fiction about a sixth-grade boy’s struggles of how, if, and when to tell his friends, family, and baseball team that he is gay. 1 1

145 A home for goddesses and dogs Connor, Leslie LGBTQ - Lesbian issues and animal cruelty, and a conversation between the girls about their own sexual questioning. 1 1 2 1

146 A is for Activist Nagara, Innosanto *CRT * Illegal in Texas! Advocation of theft, violence, and destruction of other people’s liberty. 1

147 A love story starring my dead best friend Horner, Emily LGBTQ- Gender confusion, Lesbian issues, teen death 1 1 1

148 Abortion Mary E. Williams Described as a collection of views and arguments from both sides, but it is not. The book is very pro-abortion and tries to use legal arguments 
as fact instead of option. Are there books provided that give legal arguments and views against abortion? 1 1

149 Abortion : interpreting the constitution Hand, Carol Book charts the shifts in interpretation of the U.S. Constitution on Abortion. Book has a pro-abortion bias. Are there books provided that give 
legal arguments and views against abortion? 1

150 Abortion : opposing viewpoints Tamara L. Roleff Book claims to have opposing views but has a pro-abortion bias. Are there books provided that give legal arguments and views against 
abortion? 1 1

151 After Efaw, Amy
Awful content in this book. The story is of a 16-year-old girl who has sex, denies that she had sex, denies pregnancy, gives birth, wants her 
baby to be dead, realizes her baby is not dead, puts it in a bag and throws it in a dumpster. She tries to hide that she has given birth, almost 

dies and moves on like nothing ever happened. Vulgar, cruel.
1

152 An indigenous peoples' history of the United 
States for young people Mendoza, Jean *CRT* Illegal in Texas! Anti-Catholic, anti-Christian and anti-white, white people oppressing rhetoric. 2 1 1

153 Ana on the edge Sass, A. J.
LGBTQ- Gender confusion, transgender, bi-sexual, non-binary, lots of use of different pronouns. Book Quote: “You alone get to decide who you 
are.” “I am a ______. Girl? No, I don’t think so. Boy? Maybe, but it’s not that simple." Character is non-binary, Chinese American (with possibly 

some Hawaiian heritage as well), and Jewish.
1 1 1

154 And Tango makes three Richardson, Justin
LGBTQ- Amazon Teacher’s Pick. Tells children that homosexuality is a normal part of life and found in nature. Chronicles two male penguins in 

the NYC zoo who were taking turns sitting on an egg where the mother had died, so the zoo keepers said the penguins were gay and adopted a 
child.  Classified under the "adoption" section not LGBTQ.

1 1

155 Beast Spangler, Brie LGBTQ- Transgender, bisexual issues 1

156 Beautiful music for ugly children Cronn-Mills, Kirstin LGBTQ- Transgender, bisexual issues 1

157 Being Jazz : my life as a (transgender) teen Jennings, Jazz. LGBTQ- Transgender teen issues, gender confusion, sex change 1 1

158 Being the Change: Lessons and Strategies to 
Teach Social Comprehension Ahmed, Sara

*CRT* ILLEGAL IN TEXAS. Marxist agenda. Prejudice and racist by assigning groups certain "Flaws". This book is HIGHLY political and is set up 
to tell children how and what to think, rather than critical thinkers. Lessons are geared to "change their mind." Lesson examples: “Affirming our 

Identity, Seeing Our Own Bias, Understanding Micro-aggressions, Refusing to Let Others' Biases Define Us, Moving Beyond Our Initial 
Thinking.” 

1

159 Between the world and me Coates, Ta-Nehisi *CRT* Illegal in Texas! Racist, hateful, angry book towards white people. Biased, personal venting by author. Poems explaining to his son why 
they are victims. 7

160 Beyond the Gender Binary Menon, Alok LGBTQ- Gender Identity, non-assignment 1

161 Birthday Russo, Meredith LGBTQ- Trans teen romance, child abuse, depression, suicide, self-harm, drug overdoses, alcoholism, sexual content 1

162 Can't take that away Salvatore, Steven LGBTQ-Lesbians, suicide, physical abuse, teen drinking, gender queer teens and a lot of different identity descriptions. 1

163 Caste : the origins of our discontents Wilkerson, Isabel

*CRT* ILLEGAL IN TEXAS- Author Isabel Wilkerson claims the United States has systematically embedded racism into the foundation of society, 
thus institutionalizing a caste system built on skin color. "Most people see America as racist..." Wilkerson completely ignores Asian American 

minorities in her books. She fails to address why in a caste system organized by race with "whiteness" as the dominant identity that Asian 
Americans are the most educated, wealthiest ethnic group. Of course black/African Americans historically suffered much deeper, more severe 
iniquities than Asian Americans, but her thesis is predicated on the claim that society is systemically organized to ensure dominant status for 

white Americans.

1

164 Cemetery Boys Thomas, Aiden LGBTQ- Trans/witchcraft. Foul language. Violence includes a physical attack by an evil spirit, references to shootings, and a ritual human 
sacrifice involving stabbing and bloodletting 1 1 1

165 Cinderella is dead Bayron, Kalynn LGBTQ- Amazon Teachers Pick. Lesbians, abuse, nudity, foul language, child abuse, pedophilia-forced marriage, polygamy, sexual assault. 1

166 Class act Craft, Jerry *CRT* Illegal in Texas! "Poor black boy in rich white school" Kids struggle with race, gender and social class. 1 2

167 Coming out : telling family and friends Seba, Jaime LGBTQ- Examines issues gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender individuals face when telling their family and friends about their sexual 
preference, and provides information about organizations that provide support. 1

168 Dancing naked : a novel Hrdlitschka, Shelley Teen preganacy/ Adoption. 1

169 Dear diary, I'm pregnant : teenagers talk about 
their pregnancy Englander, Anrenée Collection of stories of teen pregnancies 2

170 Death wind Bell, William Teen Pregnancy 1

171 Deposing Nathan Smedley, Zack LGBTQ- Bisexual, child abuse, foul language, implied sex and nudity. 1

172 Drag teen : a tale of angst and wigs Self, Jeffery LGBTQ- Drag teens, gay teen romance, foul language, teen drug and alcohol use, drag pageants.  1 1

173 Drama Telgemeier, Raina LGBTQ- young kids exploring gay relationships, boys kissing boys, bisexuality mentioned multiple times. 6 4 1 3 2 (+1 
spanish) 1 1

174 Echo after echo Capetta, Amy Rose LGBTQ- sexual content discussed. Lesbian teen romance- one lesbian one bisexual, murder, drug overdose, suicide, suicide attempts, sexual 
assault, eating disorders, rape, sexual predators, sex discussions, masturbation 1

175 Empress of the world Ryan, Sara LGBTQ- lesbian and bisexual teen romance, discusses sexual identity. 1 2

176 Everything leads to you LaCour, Nina LGBTQ- Lesbian romance, references to sex/sexual encounters, fantasies of having sex 1

177 Fan art Tregay, Sarah LGBTQ- homosexual content, coming out as gay. 1

178 Felix ever after Callender, Kacen
LGBTQ- Transgender; single father; transgender child, child abuse, drug abuse, hormone replacement therapy, and foul language.  Main 

character representation: Felix is black, queer, demiboy, and transgender. Other character representation: Black, Queer, Transgender, Demiboy, 
Biracial, POC, Gay, Lesbian, Queer

1

179 Follow your arrow Verdi, Jessica LGBTQ- Gender confusion, Lesbian, bisexual. Very political slant. Reviews stated: "Over kill wokeness." "Most of the text pushed the narrative 
that ALL conservative / republicans are evil and hate everyone." "Keep politics out of enjoyment reading" 1 1 1

180 Four Hundred Souls: a community history of 
African America 1619-2019 Ibram X. Kendi CRT - ILLEGAL IN TEXAS 1

181 Freak show St. James, James LGBTQ- gay, gender confusion, drag, flamboyant 1 1

182 Friendship, dating, and relationships Payment, Simone LGBTQ- Offers gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender teens advice on dealing with friendships and romantic relationships. 1 1
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183 From the notebooks of Melanin Sun Woodson, 
Jacqueline

LGBTQ- Lesbian, gender confusion. Story of a young, very poor African-American child of a single mother, and how their relationship changes 
when Melanin Sun finds out his mother is gay, and also is with a “rich white woman.” 1 1 1

184 Gabi, a girl in pieces Quintero, Isabel LGBTQ- Abortion, drug addiction, teen pregnancy, sex, drugs, overdosing, rape, homosexuality. Under realistic fiction. 1 1

185 Gay and lesbian rights : a struggle Oliver, Marilyn 
Tower LGBTQ- sex life, dating issues, family issues 1

186 Gender identity Petrikowski, Nicki 
Peter

LGBTQ- Summary: “Readers learn that gender is not the binary structure of male and female, as was believed in the past, but a more complex 
concept.” 1 1

187 George Gino, Alex The entire book centered around the LGBTQ+ agenda and gender identity 1 1 1 1 1

188 Girl, nearly 16, absolute torture Limb, Sue LGBTQ- Gay parent. 1

189 GLBT teens and society Nagle, Jeanne
LGBTQ- Says it presents an unbiased view of “factual information”, but also says in the preface there is a “mix of personal advice” in the book. 

Personal advice is not an “unbiased view.” Book Summary: “Prefaces each title with the notion that sexual orientation is a process involving 
questions that may not be answered for years, the authors sort out gender identities; societal reactions; and misconceptions about being gay, 

lesbian, bisexual, or transgender.”
1 1

190 Gone, gone, gone Moskowitz, Hannah LGBTQ- Gender confusion, teen gay and mental health issues. 1

191 Gracefully Grayson Polonsky, Ami LGBTQ- Gender confusion. Transgender. 1 1 1

192 Guardian London, Alex LGBTQ- gay teens, sequel to Proxy book, dystopian 2 1

193 Hear us out! : lesbian and gay stories of struggle, 
progress and hope, 1950 to the present Garden, Nancy  LGBTQ- abuse --verbal, physical, emotional, and sexual in every story, as well as: one homophobic rape, one murder, multiple physical 

assaults, multiple suicides. Dark book. 1

194 Hearing us out : voices from the gay and lesbian 
community Sutton, Roger

LGBTQ- Summary: “Profiles fifteen people, from a high school student to a gay minister, who explain what being gay has meant in their own 
lives. Lesbian adoptive parents, a gay Presbyterian minister, a lesbian police officer, a drag queen and a gay man with AIDS are among the 15 

individuals who speak here.”
1

195 Her royal highness Hawkins, Rachel  LGBTQ- lesbian and bisexual teens 1 1

196 Highly illogical behavior Whaley, John Corey  LGBTQ- Gay teens 4 2 1

197 Ho'onani : hula warrior Gale, Heather LGBTQ- Gender confusion. This picture book is based on the true story of Ho‘onani Kamai, a young gender queer girl growing up in Kalihi 
Valley. Book Review: “I think this book is popular because of the prompting of a transgender child instead of the quality of the book.” 1

198 Hold my hand Barakiva, Michael

LGBTQ- gay teens, inappropriate sexual content. Book Review: “Ethan is forced to explain how two men make love by using an Armenian 
cooking analogy: Now a man will slide his 'kebab' into his partner's 'pita,' but they'll need to rub in a lot of 'hummus' first.”  “A frank discussion 

on education, discrimination and acceptance in society as a whole. When Alek points out that with helicopter parents, parental controls on 
devices at home and at school, and the curriculum refusing to teach sexual health for the LGBTQIA+ community, there was nowhere for him to 
learn about issues concerning his health and development.” “Then there was the whole crusade (as I would call it) against the church and what 

they stand for. Specifically LGBT, woman rights, abortion, etc.. I am a bi girl myself + a Christian, but I just couldn't connect at all with all the 
stuff happening, it was just too much and felt way too pushy.” 

1

199 Honestly Ben Konigsberg, Bill LGBTQ- gay teens, coming out, 1

200 How (not) to ask a boy to prom Goslee, S. J. LGBTQ- Underage alcohol abuse, homosexual issues, sexual references/language 1

201 How to be an Anti-racist by Ibram X. Kendi Kendi, Ibram X. CRT- ILLEGAL IN TEXAS 1 1 1

202 I am Jazz! Herthel, Jessica
LGBTQ- Trans- autobiographical picture book about a transgender child. "I have a girl brain but a boy body." The book says his parents didn't 

understand him until the doctor told them he was transgender. He then talks about how he convinced his school to let him use the girl's 
bathrooms and play on the girl's sports teams. This is content that needs to be handled by the PARENTS, not the school. 

1

203 I’ll Give You The Sun by Jandy Nelson LGBTQ- Terrible language, bullying 2 1

204 If we were us Walther, K.L. LGBTQ-  gay romance, coming out. 1

205 In our mothers' house Polacco, Patricia
LGBTQ- three kids who are all different ethnicities adopted by Lesbian mothers. The book is confusing for young children, and seems to push 
an agenda above an actual storyline. Depicts the women touching each other affectionately. This content is better handled in the home, not in 

the school.
1

206 In the role of Brie Hutchens . . . Melleby, Nicole
LGBTQ- lesbians, coming out, book is about a girl in Catholic school that lies to her mom about a school achievement to detract from the fact 
her mom just walked in on her viewing pornographic pictures of naked women. Speaks of religion and Catholicism as abusive bigotry that is 

forced on children. 
1 1

207 In The Woods Stevenson, Robin 
H. Foul language, sexual abuse, teen pregnancy 1

208 Infinity son Silvera, Adam LGBTQ- Gay teens, magic, supernatural 1 1

209 Into the real Brewer, Z
LGBTQ- Trans teens, dark, strange, gender queer, horror story, abuse, death, blood, gore, VERY violent. Reviews stated: "demonic terror all 
over the place." “Quinn is subjected to therapy that is designed to guide her from her girlfriend, Lia, and instill in her very right-wing, religious 
attitudes about homosexuality and gender.” “Other trans LGBT have also been sent by their parents to endure the nastiness of conservative 

Christians forcing their sick, twisted worldviews on these poor teenagers by any means they deem necessary.”
1

210 It feels good to be yourself : a book about gender 
identity Thorn, Theresa LGBTQ- Gender Identity/Non-Conformity, VERY confusing. 1 1

211 It gets better : coming out, overcoming bullying, 
and creating a life worth living Dan Savage LGBTQ- Gay Teens, coming out, bullying, how to have a happy LGBTQ life, part of the ITGETSBETTER.ORG project 1

212 Ivy Aberdeen's letter to the world Blake, Ashley 
Herring LGBTQ- Lesbian teens. Amazon "Teacher's Pick" 1 1 1 1 2 1

213 Jacob's new dress Hoffman, Sarah LGBTQ- Gender confusion, gender identity. Jacob wants to wear dresses at school like he does at home, "gender non-conforming child," 
picture book for young children. Amazon "Teacher's Pick" 1

214 Jane against the world : Roe v. Wade and the 
fight for reproductive rights Blumenthal, Karen

Seeks to "educate" on Roe v. Wade, biased approach from the author, highlighting and justifying abortion. Do the libraries have any pro-life 
books to ensure they are offering content from every perspective? Book Review: "It’s almost as if we’re going back in time where the old white 
men and religious zealots want to deny a woman’s right to choose. This is an emotional fight and fight we will win. At the end of Jane Against 

the World, Karen includes a glossary and a timeline of this historic fight for a woman’s freedom. I urge every young woman to read this book to 
gain a clear and true picture of the past, the present and what may happen in the future if we don’t continue the fight."

1 1

215 Jane, unlimited Cashore, Kristin
LGBTQ- Bisexual, lesbians, sex talk (not sure how explicit), lots of bad language, VIOLENT! Book Review: "Man shot and bleeding to death, a 
woman's arm is crushed and mangled, another man is crushed to death, a dog is shot in the ear and bites the bad guys. Mention that Jane's 
parents died in a plane crash when she was a baby. The aunt who raises her freezes to death in Antarctica. Talk of biological weapons and a 

botched bank robbery. In a book being read, a beloved character is skinned alive.
1 1

216 Julián at the wedding Love, Jessica LGBTQ- Gender confusion, setting is a lesbian wedding, the brides kiss, and Julian dresses like a girl. Book Series with "Julian is a Mermaid." 1 1

217 Julian is a Mermaid Love, Jessica LGBTQ+, Gender non-conformity, cross-dressing, VERY confusing for children 1 1 1 1 1 1
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218 Kissing Kate Myracle, Lauren LGBTQ- Lesbian. bisexual, gender confusion, coming out. 1

219 Lexicon Max Berry Pedophilia, mind control, sorcery, murder, LOTS of language 1

220 LGBTQ rights Susan Henneberg LGBTQ- same-sex marriage debate, the controversy over restroom access for transgender individuals, and the reasons why the LGBTQ 
community continues to fight for its rights. 1

221 Life at school and in the community (Teens: 
Being Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, or Transgender) Worth, Richard LGBTQ- Teens advice on being LGBTQ 1

222 Lily and Dunkin Gephart, Donna LGBTQ- Transgendered, physical change with hormone blockers, promotion of hormone blockers 3 1

223 Love is the higher law Levithan, David LGBTQ- three character’s story during 9/11.  Two of the characters are gay. 1

224 Moonstruck. Vol. 1, Magic to brew Ellis, Grace LGBTQ, Comic/Graphic novel. Two lesbian werewolves, a married couple trying to turn it into a polyamorous relationship (more than one 
partner-open relationship), 1

225 Moonstruck. Vol. 2, Some enchanted evening Ellis, Grace LGBTQ, Comic/Graphic novel. 2 lesbian werewolves, they're portrayed as Hispanic/Latino and Black/African American girls. 1

226 More than a game : race, gender, and politics in 
sports Doeden, Matt

Racism and Sex discrimination in sports. Book Summary: “Explores past and current controversies including black boxer Jack Johnson's fight 
with the "Great White Hope" Tommy Burns, Jackie Robinson breaking baseball's color barrier, Muhammad Ali's refusal to fight in the Vietnam 
War, Colin Kaepernick's protests, #MeToo and the US gymnastics team, and much more. Doeden weaves in information about Jim Crow, the 

Civil Rights Movement, Black Lives Matter…”
1

227 My best friend, maybe Carter, Caela LGBTQ- lesbians, teen romance 1

228 My invented life Bjorkman, Lauren
LGBTQ- Lesbian and bisexual romance. Book Review: “In this story, the characters' sexual orientations are rather fluid, defying categorization. 

You can never completely say that this one's a lesbian, that one's totally gay, and so on and so forth. This is admirable because labels 
regarding sexual orientation are hardly ever direct in real life: there is a huge amount of gray area between heterosexuality and homosexuality, an 

area that many people unknowingly dwell in.”
1

229 My life as a rhombus Johnson, Varian LGBTQ- Pregnant at 11, abortion, suicide 2

230 My most excellent year : a novel of love, Mary 
Poppins, & Fenway Park Kluger, Steve LGBTQ- Vulgar language 3 1

231 My rainbow Neal, Trinity
LGBTQ- Transgender child. Book Review: “Follow Trinity as they explore their rainbow hair and all parts of their identity as a black transgender 
girl on the autism spectrum.” “My favorite part in this book is when Trinity’s family talks with them about their feelings and finds a way to give 

Trinity their own ‘rainbow.’”
1

232 Nate expectations Federle, Tim LGBTQ- Gay teens. Book Summary: “Nate has a secret relationship with another boy -- there's a little talk of kissing but mostly a lot of 
FaceTime -- but he hasn't come out to his family.” 1 1

233 New kid Craft, Jerry

CRT- book is incredibly racist!  Amazon teacher’s pick. Book Review: “This book, like critical race theory in general, abandons the idea that all 
men are created equal and should be judged by the content of their character rather than the color of their skin. This book uses racist terms 

such as Oreo to describe black people who are “black on the outside but white on the inside. I would not recommend allowing a young child to 
read this book unless you are doing so to expose them to the evils of critical race theory. Our nation has made incredible strides regarding race 

over the last several decades which is unacceptable to those who utilize race to divide our nation on the basis of race.” “One takeaway from 
this book is that white kids need to guard their speech when they talk to their fellow students of color, because they could inadvertently commit 
a microaggression. In the book, a white student assumes a fellow student’s mom must make great tacos because he is Hispanic. This example 

is not racism, but a natural ignorance of youth born of limited life experience common to all children. I don’t want kids to think they are racist 
because they don’t understand other students’ cultures and backgrounds. I would rather kids talk to each other freely. It is hard enough for any 
child to make friends without adding a layer of fear and division between them. My kids were assigned to read this in 7th grade; it is well below 

reading level and of very little literary value; I assume the teacher chose it because it teaches about microaggressions.”

3 2 5 4 5 2 4

234 No girls allowed: tales of daring women dressed 
as men for love, freedom and adventure Hughes, Susan

LGBTQ- transgender, feminism, Book Summary: “The books tells the tales of 7 women who dressed (and mostly who passed) as men in their 
lifetimes. From well-known names as Egyptian Pharaoh Hapshetsut and the Chinese Warrior Mu Lan to 19th century doctor James Barry and 
escaped slave Ellen Craft. Each story is told simply by Susan Hughes and Willow Dawson. No judgement are made, no lessons taught (except 
the obvious - if women are allowed opportunity, they can excel).” “I’d have preferred a broader scope to this book, one that focused not just on 

women who lived as men, but on women who did men’s things as women. While I applaud these women for working within their systems, a 
book that aims to empower girls with ‘you can do anything boys can do’ undermines its message when it adds ‘as long as you pretend to be a 

boy.’”

1 1

235 Not my idea : a book about whiteness Higginbotham, 
Anastasia *CRT* ILLEGAL IN TEXAS! 1 1 1 1

236 Of fire and stars Coulthurst, Audrey LGBTQ- lesbian romance 1

237 Of ice and shadows Coulthurst, Audrey LGBTQ- lesbian romance 1

238 One half from the east Hashimi, Nadia LGBTQ- Story about family being forced to move from Kabul to Afghanistan.  Due to lack of money, they face a lot of problems.  One of their 
family members comes up with idea to turn the daughter into boy. 1

239 One true way Hitchcock, 
Shannon LGBTQ- lesbians, coming out 1 1

240 Ordinary Hazards: A Memoir Grimes, Nikki True story from the author’s childhood. Child abuse, sexual abuse/molestation discussed in detail, rape, mental illness, schizophrenia, drug 
addiction, abandonment, self-harm. Very heavy, depressing book that covers a lot of traumatic topics. Should be handled with discretion. 1

241 Orpheus girl Rebele-Henry, 
Brynne

LGBTQ- lesbian teens. Book Review: “A girl named Raya is sent to a conversion therapy camp after she is caught having sex with her girlfriend, 
Sarah, in a conservative Texas town.”  “The first third of the book describes Raya’s family, sexual history, and deepening relationship with Sarah. 
At about the 34% mark, she and Sarah are caught and sent to the same “conversion therapy” camp. The remaining 2/3 of the book describes, 
in graphic detail, the verbal abuse and physical torture of the two girls and the others trapped in the camp.” “Trigger warnings are suicide, self-
harm, electroshock therapy (which is represented as torture), misgendering a transgender person on purpose and forcing them to dress like the 

opposite gender and go by their "dead name," and lots of other homophobic stuff.”

1

242 Out of the pocket Konigsberg, Bill LGBTQ…fictional story about high school quarterback’s anxiety with coming out as gay and changing everyone’s mind about gay athletes. 1

243 Pants project Clarke, Cat
LGBTQ- Transgender middle schooler with lesbian moms. Book Review: “The dress code means Liv will have to wear a skirt for the next three 

years. But what about kids like Liv who may have a female body, but know that on the inside they are really a boy? The dress code doesn't take 
transgender students into account at all.”

1 1 1

244 Parrotfish Wittlinger, Ellen LGBTQ- Transgender teen transitioning 1

245 Pet Emezi, Akwaeke LGBTQ- Transgender teen story, violence, bad language 1 1

246 Pink Wilkinson, Lili LGBTQ- lesbian and bisexual teen girls. Gender confusion. 1

247 Playing a part Wilke, Daria LGBTQ- story about being gay and living in Russia 1
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248 Pride : the story of Harvey Milk and the Rainbow 
Flag Sanders, Rob

LGBTQ- Amazon Teacher’s Pick. Harvey Milk is a well known pedophile. This book covers the history of the pride flag and the part he played in 
it’s creation. Book Reviews: “The content is not appropriate for a picture book meant for children. Topics and terms of LGBTQ, assassination, 
gay, protests, etc are not age appropriate for elementary children.” “Although I understand the importance of teaching children about history, 

hope and equality, the subject matter of this book talks about much more than that. It talks about Gay activism, assassination, LGBT 
terminology, Gay marriage legislation, and much more adult content than children are mature enough to handle. This book is listed for 

audiences for grade level 3rd-5th grade. As a Pediatric Therapist and Psychologist, I can assure you that this content is not appropriate for this 
age group.”


1 1 1 1 1

249 Problems of death : opposing viewpoints James D. Torr Presents opposing viewpoints on euthanasia, abortion, suicide, and funeral homes through essays by a variety of authors. Includes discussion 
activities.

250 Promposal Helms, Rhonda LGBTQ- Gay and straight teens story about asking people to prom. Talks about relationships and kissing. 1

251 Protect and defend : a novel Patterson, Richard 
North

Fiction, very biased, pro-abortion political agenda, extreme hatred for pro-life. Book Review: “A principal character is a young, female, brilliant 
lawyer, beautiful, went to the best schools, she's the savage defender of the local abortion clinic that is being picketed by pro-life Christians 

who are described virtually as terrorist and thugs.” “America, as portrayed in this novel is a land of manipulative mean-spirited, deep-pocketed 
Christians and liberals courageous enough to battle these evil minions. Regardless of what the reader may think of the abortion debate, there is 

nothing quite so tedious as being bludgeoned with terribly one-sided arguments for over six hundred pages.”

1

252 Proxy London, Alex

LGBTQ- Bad Language, sexual references. Book Reviews: “Syd has been a proxy almost all of his life. As a proxy, his job is to take the 
punishments earned by his debt 'owner'. He is very much a purchased slave. He is physically punished, and he is often called upon to perform 

arduous jobs as part of his punishment. His life is irrevocably changed when he must take a punishment that will have long lasting effects. 
(Murder)” “The wealthiest people can get anything they want; latest technology, genetically modified genes; or even get away with murder.


They are patrons, they have proxies to take their punishments.”

3 2 1

253 Pulp Robin Talley LGBTQ+, Lesbian intimacy, gay fiction 1 1 1

254 Putting makeup on the fat boy Wright, Bil LGBTQ- Gay teen boy who wants to be a famous makeup artist, underage drinking, physical abuse. 1 1 1

255 Rainbow : a first book of pride Genhart, Michael
LGBTQ- homosexual children’s picture book. Amazon teacher’s pick. Book Review: “Several of the letters, "Pan" and "Bi" come from the words 
pan-sexual and bi-sexual. The word "sexual" is left out for obvious reasons. Referencing sexual words and teaching them to young children is 

so close to grooming.” “Several of the words come from drag culture (such as sashay, where the page actually shows young boys crossdressed 
and "strutting" in a room showing off to friends). “

1

256 Rainbow revolutionaries : 50 LGBTQ+ people who 
made history Prager, Sarah LGBTQ- Highlights accomplishments of LGBTQ people. Book Review: “We read that tuberculosis researcher Alan L. Hart ‘was always a boy, 

but because he was assigned female at birth, he had to wait until he was grown up before he got the chance to present as a man full-time.’” 1 1

257 Redwood and Ponytail Holt, K. A. LGBTQ- Lesbian teens, 2 best friends who turn into lesbians because their friendship is so strong. 4 1

258 Rick Gino, Alex

LGBTQ- same author as George. Confusing. Exploring sexuality. Book Reviews: “…he doesn't like the way it makes him feel when a girl is 
pointed out as sexy but Rick feels nothing. Rick is afraid something is wrong with him. Luckily, he has the internet, and so when his parents 
aren't around, he studies types of sexuality and how they manifest. He learns some new words: "asexual," not feeling sexually attracted to 

anyone; "aromantic," not feeling romantically about anyone; and "demisexual," feeling attracted only to certain very special people with whom 
one has a deep emotional connection.”  “He discovers in his homeroom that a student he knew years ago in elementary school as a boy has 

now become a very pretty and vivacious girl named Melissa. He is very curious about this, but Melissa has confided her truth to him and asked 
Rick not to "out" her as being transsexual.”  “So, it is a revelation that his own grandfather is a crossdresser or transvestite occasionally, and not 

afraid to show a bit of his female side. This makes Rick feel even closer to his grandfather.”


1 1 1

259 Roe v. Wade : a women's choice? Gold, Susan Dudley Politically biased, pro-abortion/pro-choice as best option. Is there an equal representation of pro-life books in the library? 1 1 1

260 Roe v. Wade : abortion and the Supreme Court Romaine, Deborah 
S Politically biased, pro-abortion/pro-choice as best option. Is there an equal representation of pro-life books in the library? 1

261 Saturdays with Hitchcock Wittlinger, Ellen LGBTQ- Lesbian teen romance, gay adult romances 1 1

262 See you at Harry's Knowles, Johanna LGBTQ- Gay teens, coming out, very heavy, depressing book. Lots of grief. 1

263 Separate is never equal Tonatiuh, Duncan

True, important story about Sylvia Menendez, but told with bias. *Suggest requesting all teaching notes and materials prior to this being taught. 
Book Reviews: “This book is made for upper elementary school or middle school. It has a lot of information that is harder for younger children to 

comprehend.” “In an author’s note, Duncan Tonatiuh notes that segregation has been on the rise. A 2012 study found that 43% of Latino 
students and 38% of black students attended schools were fewer than 10% of their classmates were white. A recent Newsweek article 

proclaimed that “School Segregation in America Is As Bad Today As It Was in the 1960s” (segregation being correlated with if not caused by 
economic segregation.)”

1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1

264 Sharice’s Big Voice Sharice Davids LGBTQ+ *This book was read aloud to a class at CCE without Parental consent/permission. She states in the book she is the first Native 
American woman in congress and first lesbian rep from Kansas. 1

265 Shout Anderson, Laurie 
Halse

 Trauma, rape, addiction, societal dysfunctions. Summary: “A memoir [in verse that] shares the author's life, covering her rape at thirteen, her 
difficult early childhood, and her experiences surrounding her publication of ‘Speak'"--OCLC." 1

266 Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens agenda Albertalli, Becky
LGBTQ- Realistic fiction: Gay teens, lots of vulgar language, sex and sexual acts talked about, character masturbates a lot. Book Quote: “I 

guess there are a few lesbian and bisexual girls, but I think it’s different for girls. Maybe it’s easier. If there’s one thing the Tumblr has taught me, 
it’s that a lot of guys consider it hot when a girl is a lesbian.” 

4 1 1

267 Sparkle boy Newman, Lesléa
LGBTQ- Summary provided by publisher: ”Three-year-old Casey wants what his older sister, Jessie, has--a shimmery skirt, glittery painted 
nails, and a sparkly bracelet--but Jessie does not approve. After two boys tease Casey about his appearance, Jessie evolves to a place of 

acceptance and celebration of her gender creative younger brother"
1

268 Spin with me Polonsky, Ami LGBTQ- Transgender issues of sexual identity, gender confusion,  pronoun preference discussions  1 1

269 Stage dreams Gillman, Melanie LGBTQ+ trangender issues 1

270 Stamped by Jason Reynolds and Ibram X Kendi, Ibram X. CRT - ILLEGAL IN TEXAS SCHOOLS 1 1 1

271 Stamped For Kids: Racism, Anti-Racism, and You Sonja Cherry-Paul CRT - ILLEGAL IN TEXAS 2 1 1

272 Stamped from the beginning : the definitive 
history of racist ideas in America Kendi, Ibram X.   CRT - ILLEGAL IN TX SCHOOLS. Racially devisive, Bias 1

273 Star-crossed Dee, Barbara LGBTQ- lesbian teens 1

274 Target Johnson, Kathleen 
Jeffrie LGBTQ- Rape, Eating Disorders, Homosexual Rape 1

275 Teen legal rights Kathleen A. 
Hempelman Legal questions answered on teens rights, parental authority, school authority, sex, sexual orientation 1

276 Tell me again how a crush should feel Farizan, Sara LGBTQ, Lesbian teen relationships 1

277 Tessa Masterson will go to prom Franklin, Emily LGBTQ+, Lesbian relationships 1

278 The best man Peck, Richard LGBTQ- Kid who is a best man in his uncle and male teacher's wedding. Normalizing gay marriage for elementary age children was the author's 
intent, according to her statements in interviews. 1 1 5 4 4 4 1 1
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279 The Black Flamingo Atta, Dean LGBTQ- Gay Teens becoming drag queens. Book Quote: "Some men have vaginas." 1

280 The Black Friend: on being a better white person Frederick Joseph CRT - RACIST. Illegal in TX Schools. The chapter list alone is revealing. 1 1 1

281 The blood countess Popović, Lana LGBTQ- Lesbians, Portrays physical, emotional, domestic abuse, gruesome torture, murder, & sexual assault. 1

282 The blue lawn Taylor, William LGBTQ- Gay Romance, Coming out, Rape 1

283 The confessions of Nat Turner Styron, William
This copy should be removed and replaced with the REAL history of Nat Turner. this is Racist Fiction posing as historical fact. Portrays Nat 

Turner to be Gay (which he wasn't, according to his family), and after “rich white women” (also not factual according to firsthand sources). This 
is CRT and should be immediately removed!

2 1

284 The deep & dark blue Smith, Niki LGBTQ- Graphic Novel, Trans Story. 1

285 The five stages of Andrew Brawley Hutchinson, Shaun 
David LGBTQ- Relationships, Reviews state it’s “Agenda-driven” 1

286 The Gale encyclopedia of medicine Jacqueline L. 
Longe

**This is available as an online resource**. Does it meet TEKS and TX Educational Code Requirement for Sex-Ed teaching in regards to parental 
consent? Ebook Ebook Ebook Ebook

287 The gallery of unfinished girls Karcz, Lauren LGBTQ- lesbian and bisexual girls romance. 1

288 The girls I've been Sharpe, Tess LGBTQ+, Bi-Sexuality and "morally grey characters" (according to reviews) 1

289 The Glass Castle Jeannette Walls Child Abuse, Depressing, Young Prostitution by Father 2 lost 
copies

1 lost 
copy

290 The grief keeper Villasante, 
Alexandra LGBTQ- Illegal Immigrants who have to undergo human medical experimentation to keep from getting deported. 1 1 1

291 The Hate You Give Angie Thomas *CRT* ILLEGAL IN TEXAS! RACISM. Anti-Police. Very one-sided. Lots of language on each page. Rough book. 3 2 (+1 
lost)

2 (+1 
lost)

292 The house you pass on the way Woodson, 
Jacqueline LGBTQ- A book about a biracial lesbian teen in the 1960s 1 1

293 The less-dead Lurie, April
LGBTQ- Gay teens in foster care are murdered. Very offensive and critical of Christianity, offers resources pages in the back of the book for 

LGBT Christian resources. Contains scriptures from the Bible that speak against homosexuality with the authors opinion on how those 
scriptures need to be interpretted today based on "what they actually meant in historical context." Reviews also said it had "an after school 

special touch in parts." 
1 1

294 The meaning of birds Brown, Jaye Robin LGBTQ- Lesbian teen romance, sexual assault, foul/crude language, teen drinking & drug promoted 1

295 The mighty heart of Sunny St. James Blake, Ashley 
Herring LGBTQ- Amazon Teacher's Pick. 12 year old lesbian romantic relationship 1 1 3 1

296 The moon within Salazar, Aida LGBTQ- Talks about girls puberty, being gender fluid, gender confusion 1 1 1 1 1

297 The music of what happens Konigsberg, Bill LGBTQ- Gay teens, Crude language, and RAPE heavily discussed 1

298 The new Jim Crow : mass incarceration in the 
age of colorblindness Alexander, Michelle *CRT* ILLEGAL IN TEXAS! Book states that whites are systemically racist. Book has anti-police agenda, makes the false claim that black 

criminals are treated differently just because they are black. Very offensive and racist book! 1

299 The New Queer Conscience by Adam Eli LGBTQ+ booklet. 1

300 The other boy Hennessey, M. G. LGBTQ- Transgender. Story about "a boy born in a girls body." Characters have crushes on boys and girls. A lot of gender confusion. (1 lost 
copy) 1

301 The pants project Clarke, Cat LGBTQ- trans kids with gay parents, lesbian mothers, gender confusion throughout. 1 1 1

302 The past and other things that should stay buried Hutchinson, Shaun 
David LGBTQ- Gays, disgusting zombie humor, dark humor, graphic descriptions of body decomposition, discussion of sex (unsure of level of detail) 1 1 1

303 The ship we built Bean, Lexie LGBTQ- Trans boy, child sexual abuse by father, incest/grooming by father, rape, self-harm. 1 1

304 The sin eater's confession Bick, Ilsa J. LGBTQ- graphic murders with an unnecessary amount of gore and blood. A lot of crude language. 1 1

305 The truth about keeping secrets Brown, Savannah LGBTQ- Gay, Bi, and Lesbian characters, self-harm, discussions and descriptions of death, embalming process discussed in depth, abusive 
relationships, suicide. 1

306 The truth is Ramos, NoNieqa
LGBTQ- Trans characters, sexual assault, school shootings, make out and shower scenes, Book Quote: page 236. "Funny how homophobic 
people think being gay or transgender leads to misery but never consider that they're the ones who cause it. Never consider that they are the 

ones who separate God from their kids. "Hell is now, saying it happens later is a power play."
2

307 The underground girls of Kabul : in search of a 
hidden resistance in Afghanistan Nordberg, Jenny

LGBTQ- Gender idendity and role in Afghan culture. Presented as nonfiction and parts are, but author inserts her personal heavy bias 
throughout and at the end states her opinions are "scientific." A reviewer wrote: "Nordberg makes contradictory claims, ex: Afghanistan is such 

a "traditional" and "conservative" society that "no one talks about sex," and then goes on to cite a number of instances when she talked to 
Afghans about sex [Including an instance where a male doctor told her it's best to make a woman come twice before a man does].

1

308 The underground guide to teenage sexuality : an 
essential handbook for today's teens and parents Basso, Michael J. LGBTQ- Extreme opinions against religion and homosexuals, one-sided, gender confusion, transgender and gay. 1

309 The Way I Used to Be Amber Smith RAPE, sexual violence 1 1

310 The year they burned the books Garden, Nancy LGBTQ- criticizes, abstinence sex-ed programs and parents who want books with vile, vulgar content removed from libraries. Gives ridiculous 
examples like "Charlotte's Web". Falls in line with the "Banned Books Week" agenda that EISD elementary libaries promote. 1 1

311 They called themselves the K.K.K. : the birth of 
an American terrorist group

Bartoletti, Susan 
Campbell

*CRT* ILLEGAL IN TX! Foul/Racist language, not historically accurate, no citations to back up their claims, VERY GRAPHIC, violent scenes of 
racism described in detail. Terrible book! 1 1

312 Thinking out loud : on the personal, the political, 
the public, and the private Quindlen, Anna

*CRT* ILLEGAL IN TX! HIGHLY political, leftist/feminist opinions from the author on war, the right to die, sexual harrassment, abortion, rape, gay 
rights. Very insulting and disrespectful to Americans and to the men and women in our military who have fought in wars defending our freedom. 

Author is also VERY racist and condescending towards the Black community. 
1

313 This book is anti-racist : 20 lessons on how to 
wake up, take action, and do the work Jewell, Tiffany

*CRT* ILLEGAL IN TEXAS. Marxist agenda.. The author refers to everyone else as “subordinates.” This class of subordinates include, “Black, 
Brown, Indigenous People of the Global Majority, queer, transgender, nonbinary folx, cisgender women, youth, Muslim, Jewish, Buddhist, 

atheist, non-Christian folx, neurodiverse folx, folx living with disabilities, those living in poverty, and many more.” The author writes in bolded 
capital letters that, “REVERSE RACISM IS NOT REAL. I can have a prejudice against white people…” but teaches the children that this 

prejudice isn’t racist by her definition because it is against whites who are not oppressed.

314 This is your time Bridges, Ruby *CRT* ILLEGAL IN TX: Strangely, this book was not historically accurate, and pictures equate 2020 Riots to the peaceful protests Ruby Bridges 
in the 1960s. 1 1

315 Tomboy : a graphic memoir Prince, Liz Heavy, foul language, talk about sex, smoking prominant, drug use, and drawings of boobs. 2
1 

(+eBook, 
+1 in 

Spanish)
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316 Totally Joe Howe, James LGBTQ- Gay Teens, over the top stereotypes of Christians as bigots. Book Reviews: "All males Christians with American flags are homophobic, 
racist, bigots." "All gay boys unsure of their sexuality paint their fingernails & hair & wear flamboyant costumes." 1 1

317 We are all born free Amnesty 
International

Universal Declaration of Human Rights by the UN, talks about your rights belonging to the UN instead of following the US constitution. Book 
Review: “many of the images were just not appropriate for young children. There is a doll covered in blood and injuries, a barbed wire fence 

strewn with paper planes with children's faces on, scary looking people riding others wrapped in chains.”  “There is a double page layout of a 
doll with ripped clothes and blood all over her. The words are something like, ‘no one has the right to torture you.’” 


1

318 We the students : Supreme Court cases for and 
about students Raskin, Jamin B. The law of the land, dress codes, discrimination based on sex, color or gender. 1

319 What happened to Lani Garver Plum-Ucci, Carol LGBTQ- Racist, offensive language, eating disorders, gay and transgender issues 1 1

320 When Aidan became a brother Lukoff, Kyle

LGBTQ - Transgender child, Very confusing for children. Book Summary: “When Aidan was born, everyone thought he was a girl. His parents 
gave him a pretty name, his room looked like a girl's room, and he wore clothes that other girls liked wearing. After he realized he was a trans 
boy, Aidan and his parents fixed the parts of life that didn't fit anymore, and he settled happily into his new life. Then Mom and Dad announce 
that they're going to have another baby, and Aidan wants to do everything he can to make things right for his new sibling from the beginning--

from choosing the perfect name to creating a beautiful room to picking out the cutest onesie. But what does ‘making things right’ actually 
mean?”

1

321 When religion & politics mix : how matters of faith 
influence political policies McIntosh, Kenneth  Same-sex marriage and other controversial political topics, very biased. 1

322 When they call you a terrorist : a story of Black 
Lives Matter and the power to change the world

Khan-Cullors, 
Patrisse *CRT* ILLEGAL IN TEXAS! Racism, white race oppressing, negativity towards cops, violence. 1 1

323 Whistle me home Wersba, Barbara LGBTQ- Gay relationships, alcohol abuse, homosexual issues 1

324 White rabbit Roehrig, Caleb LGBTQ- Death, profanity, blood, murder, physical violence, homophobia, homophobic slurs, misogyny, arson, sexual assault, drug dealing and 
abuse 1

325
Whose life? : a balanced, comprehensive view of 
abortion from its historical context to the current 

debate
Whitney, Catherine Pro-abortion, biased pro-choice only book. Sole focus is on the mother’s right, no acknowledgment of babies life. Are there any pro-life books  

in the WHS library to offer balanced material available to students? 1

326 Will Boyd, Maria LGBTQ- Gay issues, gender confusion 1

327 Will Grayson, Will Grayson Green, John LGBTQ characters and themes, gay dating. 1 2

328 Willful machines Floreen, Tim LGBTQ- gender confusion, gay relationships 1 1

329 Without Annette Mason, Jane B. LGBTQ- Lesbian teen relationships, teen alcohol abuse 1 1

330 Yo, Simon, homo sapiens Albertalli, Becky LGBTQ- Homosexuality, gay teens, gay dating, gender confusion 4 1 1

331 You are the Supreme Court justice Aaseng, Nathan

 Presented with political Bias. Book Summary: “A presentation of 8 significant 20th-century Supreme Court decisions, offering the options 
available to the justices and encouraging readers to make their own choices. They then turn the page to see the actual ruling and its results. All 

of the cases involve personal or civil rights-Schenk v. United States (free speech during World War I); Board of Education v. Barnett (flag 
salutation during World War II); Brown v. Board of Education; Gideon v. Wainwright; Miranda v. Arizona; Roe v. Wade; Bakke v. California; and 
Cruzan v. Missouri (right to die)-a selection that allows YAs to see how the Court has consistently moved to offer more protections to citizens 

over the course of this century.”

1

332 You know me well : a novel LaCour, Nina LGBTQ- Gay/lesbian, gender confusion, sex, homosexual high school issues 1 1 1

333 Zenobia July Bunker, Lisa LGBTQ- coming out as trans 2 1
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